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Polarization measurements of the AlXII resonance line emitted from micropinch plasmas
of a vacuum spark discharge
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Measurements of the polarization of the resonance line of AlXII ions emitted from micropinch plasmas of a
low-inductance vacuum spark discharge are reported. A value of 0.12 for the polarization degree is obtained.
For the interpretation of the spectra a model employing nonthermal electrons is used, which, consistent with
the spectral data, provides parameters of the energy spectrum and of the anisotropy. The results show that x-ray
polarization spectroscopy is a powerful tool for studying non-Maxwellian phenomena in hot dense plasmas.
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PACS number~s!: 52.70.La, 52.25.Nr, 52.80.Vp, 34.80.Lx
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polarization of continuum radiation~bremsstrahlung! in
the hard x-ray spectral region was the subject of many inv
tigations in the laboratory~see, for example, Refs.@1–4#! but
also a topic of astrophysical~solar flares! observations@5,6#.
Polarization is generated by anisotropic non-Maxwell
electrons, and hence of respective diagnostic potential.
importance of polarization measurements of x-ray lines
the diagnostics of deviations of the electron distribution fro
isotropy in a plasma was first pointed out by Haug@7,8# in
the context of solar flares studies, and the first experime
observations of x-ray line polarization were indeed made
board the ‘‘Intercosmos-IV’’ satellite~1972! ~see Ref.@9#!.
In this experiment, high-resolution spectra of iron ions we
obtained simultaneously by means of two different Bra
crystals: they revealed a considerable difference of the r
tive intensities of lines in the vicinity of the resonance li
~w! of the heliumlike ion.

The quantitative analysis, however, took almost ten ye
@10–13# before the results of calculations for the polarizati
degreeP of the investigated lines excited by unidirection
electron beams became available@14,15#. Coulomb-Born ex-
change calculations with relativistic corrections made for
main lines of the heliumlike and lithiumlike ions observed
the spectra showed a relatively high value of the polariza
P at the threshold energiesEex of line excitation as compare
to that for theLa line of the hydrogenlike ion estimated b
Haug@8#. This fact, along with the discovered dependence
the sign of linear polarization~directivity of the electric vec-
tor in line emission! on the type of the transition and th
energy of nonthermal electrons, was used in Refs.@11,13# to
develop a method for the diagnostics of anisotropic nonth
mal electrons in plasmas, which is based on the measure
of double line intensity ratios~see also Ref.@16#!. The theory
of polarized line emission in hot plasmas excited by direct
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~3!/3562~9!/$15.00
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electrons was developed in Ref.@17#, and results of calcula-
tions for FeXXIV–XXV lines in the distorted wave~DW! ap-
proximation, also accounting for relativistic correction
were presented.

A theoretical scheme for the electron impact polarizat
of atomic spectral lines in astrophysical plasmas, also
counting for Zeeman splitting by a magnetic field, was d
veloped in Ref.@18# in the framework of the density matrix
formalism. A general density matrix description for the i
vestigation of the angular distribution and the polarization
atomic emission in crossed electric and magnetic fields
proposed in Ref.@19# for application to the spectroscopy o
tokamak plasmas. The density matrix approach was a
used in Ref.@20# for a description of an atomic ensemble
terms of two quantities, population and alignment, assig
to each atomic level for an axially symmetric plasma en
ronment. Calculations of cross sections for the excitation
magnetic sublevels needed for the interpretation of exp
mental results were reported in Refs.@21–23# employing
various codes, and a compilation of atomic data relevan
polarization plasma spectroscopy was given in Ref.@24#.

The first direct measurements of polarization lines of
He- and Li-like ions of Sc and Fe were carried out on t
EBIT source in Livermore, and the results, including th
interpretation, were presented in Refs.@25# and @26#. The
importance of such studies as a probe of the hyperfine in
actions was also shown in Ref.@25#, and the depolarization
role of hf effects was estimated in Ref.@27#. The agreement
of collisional characteristics obtained in the aforemention
calculations, as well as of the data measured and calcul
in Refs. @25,26#, indicates the reliability of the presen
atomic properties provided by these calculations. We hav
note here that a previous disagreement with Coulomb-B
calculations remarked upon in Ref.@26# is traced to omitting
the Coulomb phase in the early calculations@14#. As men-
tioned in Ref.@15#, accounting for this effect reduces th
3562 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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PRE 59 3563POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS OF THE Al XII . . .
threshold value of the polarization degree for lines of
heliumlike ions, providing agreement with the calculatio
of Ref. @17# to within 5%.

During the last decade a series of line polarization exp
ments were performed on various hot plasma sources: s
flares @28#, Z pinches@29#, laser-produced plasmas@30,31#,
and tokamak plasmas@32,33#. The constant growth of inter
est in the polarization of line emission indicates in particu
an appreciation of the importance of the information wh
can be derived from the x-ray spectra on nonthermal e
trons in hot plasmas~see Ref.@34#!. Quite a number of ex-
periments provide evidence of distortions of the Maxwelli
distribution function at high energies, or of the presence
electron beams in the plasma~see, for example, Ref.@4#!. In
spite of their relatively low density such energetic electro
play a substantial role for the energy balance, in the ther
conductivity and other transport coefficients, as well as in
formation of emission spectra. Taking into account nonth
mal electrons in the modeling of spectra, plasma parame
deduced from a spectrum like electron temperature and
sity, as well as the ionization equilibrium, may be consid
ably changed~e.g., Refs.@13,35#!. Thus for the spectroscopi
diagnostics of plasmas any direct information on high ene
electrons is badly needed to provide a self-consistent m
of the emitting plasma for an interpretation of the experim
tal observations.

Many physical effects or processes result in nonther
electrons in a plasma; examples are the presence of ele
fields @36#, temperature gradients@37,38#, parametric insta-
bilities @39#, etc., which lead to the formation of an anis
tropic distribution function characterized by a preferent
direction of energetic electrons. In the case when electr
ion collisions are the dominant mechanism for the excitat
of lines, this anisotropy will result in an alignment of ion
along the respective direction due to unequal population
the magnetic sublevels within an excited atomic level. R
diation from this level will then be partially polarized with
degree of polarizationP depending on the degree of aniso
ropy of the non-Maxwellian electrons. Measurements oP
thus make it possible to derive characteristics of the dis
bution function for nonthermal electrons in the framework
the adopted model.

Partial polarization of x-ray lines occurs when the dens
of nonthermal electrons at energies near the threshold en
E for line excitation is comparable to or larger than the de
sity of the thermal electrons. These energies are typicall
the order (326)kT. Thus the method of x-ray line polariza
tion spectroscopy is adequate for the diagnostics of nont
mal electrons of relatively low energies of about 1215 keV,
while the spectroscopy of high-energy photons withE>50
keV emitted due to bremsstrahlung provides the best too
studying high-energy runaway electrons.

In this paper we report the application of line polarizati
spectroscopy in the x-ray region to micropinch plasmas o
low-inductance vacuum spark discharge. These fast
charges through plasmas of eroded anode material are
acterized by the occurrence of one or several pointlike
croplasmas of extremely short lifetime emitting intensely
the x-ray region. Several mechanisms have been advanc
explain the formation of these tiny plasmas, and in their
view Koshelev and Pereira@40# analyzed and discussed o
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respective knowledge. At present, a radiative collapse mo
by Vikhrev, Ivanov, and Koshelev@41# is favored, since its
predictions agree quite well with experimental observatio
@40,42#. Other models invoked creation and heating by f
electron beams, although several observations contra
such a scheme of microplasma formation. The existence
fast electrons is certainly accepted@43#, and in Ref.@44# such
a beam was inferred from the polarization of emitted co
tinuum radiation in the x-ray region during the short lifetim
of the microplasma. It is generally accepted that elect
beams are not responsible for the microplasmas, but are
ated during their formation or existence. The present st
will shed further light on this problem.

In Sec. II the experiment is described, and results of m
surements of the degree of polarization for the resonance
the intercombination line of AlXII are given. Section III pre-
sents a theoretical approach to the problem, and a form
tion of the model used in estimating characteristics of
nonthermal electrons.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Method of investigation

Polarization of x-ray lines emitted from a plasma is due
alignment of the emitting ions caused by the anisotropy
their excitation. Since the dominant excitation mechanism
hot plasmas is by electron-ion collisions, polarization of t
lines occurs when the velocity distribution of the electrons
anisotropic. In the case of an axial symmetry of the elect
velocity distribution function, the ensemble of excited io
represents an axially symmetric aligned system character
by the unit vectornW along the axis of symmetry because
the axial symmetry of the elementary collisional excitatio
Such a state of an atomic system, being an incoherent su
position of magnetic sublevels (M components! within an
excited atomic level, is mixed; and it is described by a dia
onal density matrix with matrix elements representing
population of theM states@45,46#. The line radiation emitted
from unequally populated sublevels is partially polariz
with a degree of polarization depending on the degree
anisotropy of the distribution function.

The degree of polarizationP defined as the ratio of the
intensity of the polarized photonsI p to the total intensityI is
usually expressed through the Stokes parametersh i as fol-
lows:

P5
I p

I
5A(

i 51

3

h i
2. ~1!

Lines emitted from an axially symmetric aligned syste
are linearly polarized withh15h250 andh3 being defined
with respect to the axis chosen in the (kW ,nW ) plane perpen-
dicular to the photon wave vectorkW as

h35
I ~0°!2I ~90°!

I
, ~2!

whereI (b) denotes the intensity of the line with the electr
field vector EW of the polarized component oriented at th
angleb to the axis. The degree of polarization is thus eq
to
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3564 PRE 59WALDEN, KUNZE, PETOYAN, URNOV, AND DUBAU
P5uh3u. ~3!

The parameterh3(u) is a function of the angleu

5(kW ,nW ) characterizing the direction of line emission wi
respect to the axisnW . Foru590° the sign ofh3 indicates the

orientation of the electric vectorEW , i.e., parallel~1! or per-
pendicular (2) to nW .

The Stokes parameterh3 — its sign and absolute valu
P05uh3(90°)u — depend on the type of the transition an
the polarization momenta of theM states determined by th
electron distribution function and the characteristics of
elementary processes in the plasma. A measurement of
parameter for spectral lines provides a diagnostic tool fo
quantitative analysis of the departure of the electron dis
bution function from an isotropic distribution.

The principle of linear polarization measurements e
ploying Bragg spectrometry is based on the dependenc
the crystal reflection coefficientR(a) on the degree of polar
ization P(a) of the incident line and the orientation of th

electric vectorEW with respect to the incidence plane on t
crystal, i.e., the azimuthal anglef. For Bragg anglesuB near
45°, this coefficient is given by@47#

R~a,w!5 Ĩ ~a!/I ~a!

5C~l!H 12
sin22uB

2
@12P0~a!cos 2~w2w0!#J ,

~4!

whereI (a) is the intensity of the incident line~a! and Ĩ (a) is
the intensity after reflection. The anglew0 is equal to either
0° or 90° for positive or negative sign of polarization~sign
of h3), respectively, andC(l) contains the wavelength
dependent properties of the crystal. IfR(a) or I (a) are mea-
sured as a function ofw, the polarizationP(a) is readily
deduced from the corresponding modulation. Various me
ods can be used, involving, for example, the measuremen
absolute or relative line intensities. However, most sensi
and convenient from a technical point of view is a meth
which uses the double intensity ratioK of two lines ~a! and
~b! defined as

K~a/b,w!5
ĩ ~a/b,w!

ĩ ~a/b,0!
5

R~a,w!

R~b,w!

R~b,0!

R~a,0!

with ĩ ~a/b,w!5 Ĩ ~a!/ Ĩ ~b!, ~5!

where ĩ (a/b,w), ĩ (a/b,0) are the intensity ratios of the line
~a! and ~b! recorded by two Bragg crystals, their planes
incidence being rotated against each other by the anglew.
Changingw by rotating one crystal around the line of sig
yields the dependence ofK on w, and the ratio of the polar
ization degreesP(a)/P(b) can be obtained from a prope
fitting procedure. The value thus obtained depends on
parameters of nonisotropic electrons within the model p
posed for the emitting plasma.
e
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B. Experimental setup

The low-inductance vacuum spark was described in R
@42#. Figure 1 shows a cross-sectional view of the discha
chamber. The current is driven by discharging a capac
bank of 11 2.4mF capacitors~Maxwell type 31152!. A
charging voltage of 7.5 kV was selected, being optimum
micropinches with aluminum plasmas. However, the trigg
mode and the anode shape were changed: by moving
trigger pin previously located in the center of the larg
diameter cathode to a side-on configuration close to the c
ode, the lifetime of the trigger pin was increased from 50
1000 discharges, the use of the cathode was extended
40 to 100 discharges, and the jitter of the occurrence o
micropinch was reduced from 400 to 200 ns~see also Ref.
@48#!. Changing the tipped anode to one with a 1-mm hole
the axis increased the lifetime of the anode from 50 to 1
discharges, and improved the scatter of the position of
micropinches as evidenced from pinhole pictures.

Figure 2 illustrates the diagnostic setup. The derivative
the discharge current was monitored with a Rogowski lo
the occurrence of a micropinch showing up as a sud
strong dip in the signal. Simultaneously the burst of x rays
emitted, and its magnitude was used as monitor. A pho
multiplier with a NE 111A scintillator was used as detecto
an aluminum foil in front absorbing the soft x-ray and long
wavelength radiation. A pinhole camera with a beryllium fo
recorded the position of the hot micropinches.

The resonance line of the heliumlike Al ion is at 7.757
Å, and the requirement of a Bragg angle ofuB'45° for the
optimum ratio of the crystal reflectivities of x rays polarize
perpendicular and parallel to the plane of dispersion lead
crystals of a lattice spacing 2d'11 Å. We chose, therefore
ADP crystals with 2d510.648 Å. Two identical Bragg
crystal spectrometers were built in Johann configuration,

FIG. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup.
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PRE 59 3565POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS OF THE Al XII . . .
placed opposite each other and perpendicular to the
charge axis, viewing the same plasma volume. The crys
were bent to a radius of 40 cm. One Bragg spectrometer~A!
was kept in a fixed position with the plane of dispersi
normal to the discharge axis, and the second spectrom
~B! was rotated in steps of 10° around the axis of the in
dent radiation. Recording of the spectra in the focal pla

FIG. 3. Typical spectra:~a! reference spectrum recorded wi
fixed spectrograph and~b! spectrum recorded with a second spe
trograph, which is rotated by 40°.

FIG. 2. Diagnostic setup.
is-
ls

ter
i-
s

was on film type Kodak DEF 392. In the x-ray region th
optical density of the photographic film is practically line
in the incident flux, and hence intensity ratios of close-
lines are readily obtained from the corresponding ratios
the optical density on the film.

C. Measurements

Initially, a spectrum was recorded simultaneously w
both spectrographs for each discharge, the spectrograph~B!
being set at the anglef50. The obtained spectra reflect th
spectral emission integrated over the time the lines are e
ted; this time corresponds to the lifetime of the hot m
cropinch, which is approximately 200 ps@42#. For each dis-
charge the double intensity ratioK(w/y,f) of resonance~w!
and intercombination~y! line was readily formed and was se
to K51, which thus yielded the relative sensitivity calibr
tion of both instruments. Poor discharges were readily id
tified by a poordI/dt signal, by poor x-ray emission re
corded with the monitor, and/or by a missing or large-siz
micropinch recorded each time with the pinhole camera; t
were discarded. TheK values of five discharges were ave
aged, spectrograph~B! was then rotated by 10°, and th
procedure was repeated. About 30 discharges were done
a new anode, whereby the first five discharges served
conditioning a new anode and were also discarded.

The spectra certainly varied from discharge to dischar
the mean relative uncertainty for each finalK value being
DK/K<8%. This was acceptable but for the analysis a
interpretation also the intensities of the weak dielectro
and inner-shell-excited satellites are needed, and they w
indeed rather noisy. For this reason the final measurem
were done by directly superposing the spectra of five d
charges on film, and discarding the resulting spectrum
poor discharge was identified in between by one of the mo
tors.

Figure 3 shows two such spectra as example. The plan
dispersion of the second spectrometer is rotated by 40° w
respect to the top spectrum. The resonance~w! and the inter-
combination~y! line of heliumlike AlXII are clearly identi-
fied, as are the series of satellite lines. Figure 4 finally sho
the double intensity ratioK for rotation of the spectrograph

-

FIG. 4. Double intensity ratioK according to Eq.~5! for the
resonance~w! and the intercombination~y! line of Al XII as function
of anglef.
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3566 PRE 59WALDEN, KUNZE, PETOYAN, URNOV, AND DUBAU
~B! between 0° and 180°. The value ofK for f5180° is
again 1, indicating the quality of the alignment and the re
ability of the diagnostic procedure. The average uncerta
obtained from the original individual measurements ofK is
indicated by the error bar.

III. THEORETICAL APPROACH

A. Formulation of the model

We consider a plasma with an electron distribution fun
tion which is axially symmetric with respect to a unit vect
nW chosen along the axis of quantization (z axis!. The emit-
ting ions shall be in a quasisteady state, and are excite
collisions with unpolarized electrons having a distributi
function f (vW ,T) of the form

f ~«,a;T!5~12nnt! f th~«;T! f 01nntf nt~«,a!

with f 05
1

4p
and cosa5

vW •nW

v
. ~6!

The energy« is in threshold unitsEex, i.e., «5E/Eex,
and the first termf («,T) refers to the thermal~Maxwellian!
part, whereas the second termf nt(«,a) describes the non
thermal anisotropic distribution characterized by a pi
anglea; it is normalized as follows:

f nt~«,a!5 f nt~«! f ~«,a!,
~7!

E
0

`

f nt~«!d«51, 2pE
21

1

f ~«,a!dm51, m5cosa.

The factornnt is

nnt5Nnt /Ne with Nnt1Nth5Ne . ~8!

nnt is the relative density of the nonthermal electrons (nnt
!1), andNe denotes the total electron density.

Expanding the pitch angle distribution function in Le
endre polynomialsPl(m), we rewrite Eq.~6! as

f ~«,a;T!5 f̃ ~«! f 01 f̄ ~«,a f 2 with f 255 f 0 , ~9!

f̃ ~«!5~12nnt! f th~«!1nntf nt~«!,
~10!

f̄ ~«,a!5nntf nt~«!(
l 52

`

f̄ l~«!Pl~m!,

f̄ l~«!5
2l 11

2 f 2
E

21

1

f ~«,a!Pl~m!dm. ~11!
-
ty

-

by

For a unidirectional electron beam withf («,a)
5(1/2p)d(12m), we obtainf̄ 2(«)51, while in the general
case it depends on the energy of the incident electrons.
now employ the distribution function for the nontherm
electrons as proposed by Haug@7#:

f ~«,a!5
a11

2p
~m!au~p/22a! with a5«/«0 , ~12!

wherea is the parameter characterizing the degree of ani
ropy at different energies, andu(x) is the Heaviside step
function. The degree of anisotropy can also be character
by an average pitch anglea0 which is obtained by averaging
a with f («,a) of Eq. ~12!. The dependence of the paramet
a on a0 is given in Table I.

The energy dependence of the factorf̄ 2(«) is given by

f̄ 2~«!5
a

a13
. ~13!

For lines excited by anisotropic electron beams, the
gree of polarizationP0 at the angleu590° ~we shall also
use P0 for h3 , for simplicity! is expressed through cros
sections for excitation of theM states averaged over the ele
tron distribution function Eq.~9! with nnt51 @14#. For the
resonance~w! and the intercombination~y! line of heliumlike
ions, it is given by

P̄05
^vs0~«,a!&2^vs1~«,a!&

^vs0~«,a!&1^vs1~«,a!&
, ~14!

where s i(«,a) are the excitation cross sections for theM
states relative to the quantization axis rotated by the anga

against the vectornW . Using the general transformation prop
erties of cross sections for rotation with respect to the qu

tization axis,P̄0 can be expressed through the degree of

larization of a unidirectional beamP̃0 as follows:

P̄05
3P̃0b

32 P̃0~12b!
, ~15!

where the parameterb is defined as

TABLE I. Anisotropy parametera as function of average pitch
anglea0 .

a 1 2 3 4 7 20 40

a0 45 38.2 30.6 24.8 19.5 15.5 11.1
b5E v@s0~«!2s1~«!# f nt~«! f̄ 2~«!d«Y E v@s0~«!2s1~«!# f nt~«!d«. ~16!
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In the plasma the cross sections have to be averaged ove
distribution function including the Maxwellian part, an
population of theM states caused by other processes sho
be taken into account. Assuming that this population has
isotropic character, the polarization of lines under study
related to the value from Eq.~15! by

P05
3P̄0g

32~12g!P̄0

with g5
^vs&nt

X
. ~17!

Heres is the cross section summed over allM states, andX
is the total rate of excitation of theJ level.

As seen from Eqs.~15!–~17!, there are two factorsb and
g which lead to a decrease of the polarization degreeP0 .
The first is connected with the width of the anisotropic d
tribution function characterized by the averaged pitch an
a0 , and the second depends on the relative contribution
the nonthermal electrons to the total population of aJ level.
In order to reveal the role of these factors, we have con
ered two types of trial functionsf nt(«) for the energy spec
trum of these electrons: an exponential function with a sh
low-energy cutoff at an energy«15E1 /Eex andg.1 ~model
A!

f nt~«!5
g21

«1
S «

«1
D 2g

for «>«1

and

f nt~«!50 for «,«1 , ~18!

and a Maxwellian with a temperatureT1@Te , which is
widely employed for simulations of a nonthermal compon
of the distribution function~model B!. In fact, such a high-
energy Maxwellian had been identified in a vacuum sp
discharge with Mo electrodes, where it was deduced from
shape of the bremsstrahlung continuum emission@49#. Re-

sults of calculations ofP̄0 , g, and P0 according to Eqs.
~15!–~17! are presented in Figs. 5–7. A comparison reve
that for energiesE1 and temperaturesT1 of the nonthermal
electrons close to the excitation energyEex of the line, both
types of energy spectra give the same degree polarizatioP0
of about 0.3 for electron temperatures ofTe,53106 K. At
higher temperatures the spectrum of Eq.~18! provides larger
values ofP0 .

B. Polarization calculations

For calculations of the polarization degree of lines exci
by a unidirectional electron beam as well as of the para
etersb andg, the excitation cross-sections for theM sublev-
els were obtained in the Coulomb-Born exchange appr
mation with the help of theATOM code~see Ref.@14#!. For a
monoenergetic electron beam the values agree with thos
Ref. @30# to within 5%, which were obtained by calculation
in the DW approximation. For the calculations of the factog
we used the collisional-radiative model described in R
@50#. In addition to direct electron impact excitation, ca
cades from excited states, radiative, three-body and die
tronic recombination, resonance scattering contributions
the
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well as ionization processes leading to the formation of thw
andy lines were taken into account.

For Al ions with nuclear spinI 5 5
2 , the depolarization

effect of hyperfine interactions should be accounted for.
was shown in Ref.@30#, this effect considerably decrease
~by a factor of more than 5! the polarization of the intercom
bination line (y), but has practically no influence on th
w-line. In addition, with increasing electron density fast i
elastic collisions between then52 triplet states by the iso
tropic Maxwellian electrons further reduce the polarizati
degree of the intercombination line, and it practically va
ishes.

C. Interpretation of experimental results

The experimental double intensity ratioK displayed in
Fig. 4 as function of the angular dependencef showsK
.1 for all angles where the planes of incidence of bo
spectrographs do not coincide. This definitely proves po
ization of thew line, they line being unpolarized, provided
of course that thew line is not optically thick. We shall
address this problem below. Employingx2 minimization, the
data points are finally fitted with the theoretical angular d
pendence according to Eqs.~4! and ~5!, yielding a value of

FIG. 5. Calculations of the degree of polarizationP̄0 according
to Eqs.~14! and~15! of the resonance line of AlXII ions excited by
a beam of electrons withf nt(«). ~a! Case of the exponential spec
trum ~model A! according to Eq.~18! with the indexg54.5 as
function of the energyE1 in units of the excitation energyEex of the
line. ~b! Case of model B with a hot Maxwellian withkT1 , also in
units of Eex. The curves denoted by the labelsa through f corre-
spond to the values ofE0 /Eex50.1, 0.3, 0.5, 1, 3, and 10, respe
tively. The calculations of the factorg from Eq. ~17! were made
with X5^vs& th .
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P050.1260.015 for the polarization of they line. In order to
derive information on the distribution function of the anis
tropic electrons, however, a detailed self-consistent anal
of the spectra has to be made.

For this we consider, in addition to thew and y lines as
reference, also the groups of their@Li #-ion satellites identi-
fied in the spectra:j 1k,q1r ,a1d1c, and those radiating
from 1s2p3l states. We simply denote them byj, q, a, and
3l , respectively. For the analysis we use the spectra reco
with the fixed reference spectrograph, and look for chan
of relative intensities of those lines. The intensity rati
3l / j , q/ j , q/a, j /y, andy/w are formed, the averaged va
ues derived from the spectra being 0.7, 0.73, 1.11, 0
and 0.38, respectively. They all show variations, which c
be naturally connected with changes of the plasma par
eters. The most noticeable change~by a factor of up to 2! is
observed for the ratio 3l / j , while the variations of the othe
ratios remain within 20% of their average values. Rema
ably, these variations are correlated with each other —
increase in one ratio is correlated with an increase of
other ratios. However, neither the averaged values nor t
variations can be described by quasi-steady-state or tran
~ionizing! thermal models usually used in the analysis of
spectra.

The line intensity ratio 3l / j , sensitive only to the electron
temperatureTe , indicates a value about 1.522 times larger

FIG. 6. Dependence of the factorg on the electron temperatur
Te ~in K! of the bulk plasma.~a! f nt(«) corresponds to the expo
nential spectrum withE15Eex and~b! f nt(«) corresponds to a high
temperature Maxwellian withkT15Eex. The labelsa throughe on
both graphs correspond to relative densities of the nonthermal e
tronsnnt50.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 5~%!, respectively.
is

ed
s

6,
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-

-
n
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ent
e

than the temperature from the ratioj /y of about 600 eV,
even if accounting for a possible reduction of they line due
to the high density effect. In order to explain they/w ratio
one needs an electron density of about 331020 cm23. At
such densities it is also impossible to interpret a high va
of the intensity ratioj /y in a recombination regime of the
plasma, since the intensity ratioq/ j of the satellites is high,
and for this observation one has to invoke a very low ioni
tion temperature of about 150 eV. The observations thus
main contradictory and inconsistent within thermal mode

On the other hand, a nonthermal model A@Eq. ~18!# based
on a Maxwellian bulk plasma and a small admixture of ab
1% of anisotropic non-Maxwellian electrons allows the i
terpretation of all features in the spectra mentioned above
well as of the polarization of thew line. The enhancemen
and variation in the 3l / j ratio can be naturally attributed t
such electrons with a low cutoff energyE1 close to the ex-
citation energy of then53 satellite group, which is of the
order of 1.4 keV. The decrease of they/w ratio is then con-
nected with preferential excitation of the singlet line relati
to the triplet lines due to the difference in the energy dep
dence of excitation cross sections. Theq/ j andq/a ratios are
now also in quantitative agreement, suggesting an ioniza
temperature of about 250 eV.

c-

FIG. 7. Calculation of the degree of polarizationP0 according to
Eq. ~17! for the resonance line~w! of Al XII ions excited by non-
thermal electrons in a plasma with a relative densitynnt51%. ~a!
Case of an exponential spectrum according to Eq.~18! with the
indexg54.5 as function of the energyE1 in units of the excitation
energyEex of the line.~b! Case of a hot Maxwellian withkT1 also
in units of Eex. The curves denoted by the labelsa throughf cor-
respond to electron temperatures of the bulk plasma ofTe52, 3, 5,
7, 10, and 20 (106 K), respectively.
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The electron temperature is reduced to about 350
and comes close to the ionization temperature. Such a di
ence in these temperatures is quite natural, since the ele
density should be less than 1020 cm23 according to this
model, and the ionization equilibrium, therefore, will lag b
hind the electron temperature. The low electron den
of 1020 cm23 or even less is consistent with the observatio
of Ref. @51#, when a low-inductance vacuum spark is op
ated at relatively low currents and low initial line density.

The assumptions of the model described above also a
derivation of the parameters of the nonthermal electr
from the polarization measurements by utilizing Eqs.~15!–
~17!. Calculations show that a parameterE0 of about E0
53Eex'5 keV is necessary to explain the measured po
ization of thew line. The average pitch angle near the ma
mum energy of the nonthermal electrons then isa0550°.
We note that the two-temperature model B fails to descr
the observed intensities because of the absence of the
energy cutoff. It may be astonishing, but both the picture
a developing micropinch in the visible@48# as well as nu-
merical modeling of them50 instability in a pinch column
@52# display a density structure corresponding to a dou
cone with a cone angle of 2a0'1000.

We finally consider the optical thickness of thew line
since it may reduce its degree of polarization although
actually does not explain the variation of the ratioK. Both
spectrographs are carefully aligned opposite each other
view the same plasma: any change due to absorption
the intensity of an unpolarizedw line would be recorded to
e
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the same degree by both instruments and cancel in the r
For an electron density of 1020 cm23 and a width given by
Doppler broadening corresponding to the plasma temp
ture, we estimate an optical depth oft'1. In addition, heli-
umlike lines are emitted during the compression phase wh
the plasma is highly dynamical: locally varying radial veloc
ties thus introduce additional Doppler shifts of the lines,
ducing any absorption further. We therefore safely conclu
that optical depth effects do not play a role in our obser
tion and its interpretation.

IV. CONCLUSION

The application of x-ray polarization spectroscopy to t
study of micropinches in vacuum spark plasmas revealed
presence of anisotropic high-energy electrons. A polariza
degree ofP050.12 was obtained for the resonance line
the AlXII ions. A self-consistent model was developed f
the analysis of the spectra, and allowed the derivation
parameters of the energy spectrum and the anisotropy o
electrons.
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